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01. PCB integrated 02.Ultimate light weight 03. Autopilot compatibility

more reliable  
larger current 

capacity 
Better PPK results 

 

pixhawk, DJI A2, 
A3, and N3, .DJI 

M210 and M600 as 
well as most 
commercial 

Autopilot

 
 

only 105 gram 
smallest and  

Lightest DSLR

New Features



Viewing the Guide



Viewing the Guide

Camera Cable -PPK, Relay, 5v output

 
PWM Signal Control Power Relay



Power the Camera

Connect the camera cable with camera as photo above. 
Connect the  VIN and GND cable wih 2-6S lipo battery or 12-25V 
DC power supply: 
 
VIN  = 8.4-25.2V  
GND= Ground 
 
 
 
 DO NOT! 

Do not power the camera with any power 
supply that provides more than 25.2 V, as it 
may damage the camera. 
 
Do not try to power the camera via 5V out 
ports, as it may damage the camera. 
 
 



Power the Camera

Trigger the camera 
manually

Now camera is ready to capture photos or change settings. 
 

**Triggering the camera on the ground before mapping mission 
starting is very important. It makes sure that the camera is working 
properly before the mission. 
 
After the camera is powered, you should hear the steady sound 
from fan, then wait few seconds for camera self-check. 
trigger the camera manual or by flight controller to enter the 
capture model.



Inserting a SD Card

Either you use the old SD card or new SD card, you need to 
format the card in the way the camera wants it, so the camera 
can save the photos in the SD card properly. 
 
 

Insert your SD card as above picture shows. 
coneect the camera with display by the micro USD cable 
and power the camera, then turn it on 
 
 

Step #1

Step #2

in the menu system on the display, you’ll find the Format item 
under page 5 of the tab with the toolbox icon (as photo below) 
 
 



Step #3
Formatting the memory card deletes all the data on it ,check the 
photo below, it will ask for confirmation, you will select " YES" 
and go to next step. 
 
 

Inserting a SD Card

Step #4

once camera is done formatting SD card, turn the camera off, and 
then turn it back on, and take a poto for testing, see if the photo is 
saved in the SD card successfully.  
 
 



Camera Settings

The camera setting can be changed accordingly, you need to 
connect the camera with display. 
We recommend to use our 35mm f5.6 fixed mapping lens, 
however, the sony E-mount lens can be used on thie camera. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Our 35mm Mapping lens 
only weigh 25 g 
 
 

You can choose any of sony E-mount Lens for your particular 
mapping missions on the camera. 
 
 

The factory setting is setup for the 35mm f5.6 fixed mapping lens 
if you are using our 35mm mapping lens, you do not have to change 
any setting, and the camera is calibrated according to the lens. 
 

Once connect the display and power the camera; 
you should wait for 10-15 second for camera self-check, than trigger 
the camera to entry the meum and capture model. 
 



Camera Settings

Use the On/Off switch to save the new settings. 
After new settings have been made. 
 
 
DO NOT power off the camera by disconnecting the 
power supply, as the new settings will not be saved. 
 
 



Triggering Camera

PWM signal triggering camera ( DJI FC 
and Pixhawk PWM requires the PWM 
Signal Control Power Relay Cable 
connecting to camera cable. 

Please Note! 
Do not connect Relay port from camera 
cable directly to PWM Port from Flight 
Controller. 
Also Do not use modi�ed DIY Seagull or 
similar UAV camera trigger to connect 
relay of camera cable, it is possible to 
damage the camera.

Camera can be triggered by Seagull and 
similar camera triggers, please follow 
their correct instructions.

Please let us Know if the PWM Signal Control Power Relay Cable LED is not on 
when it is powered, ourtechnical representatives will be happy to solve any 
issue. 
                   info@unmannedrc.com



Intergrating with Autopilot

There are two ways for triggering the camera during the mission: 
 
1. Relay (pixhawk) 
2. PWM 
 
 

Relay (Pixhawk)
The camera gimbal setting: 
you should change shutter option - Relay before plugging the 
camera to pixhawk *** 
                                               duration - 3 - 5 (1/10th)

check the full relay parameters by search "relay" on full parmaters:

Triggering the camera on Mission Planner: 
by action to trigger camera and click " do action"

***Relay model can not plug directly to PWM plug, will break the camera**



PWM  (Pixhawk)

Intergrating with Autopilot

Connect PWM camera triggering cable to the pixhawk ports, as . 
Here we have selected RC10, which corresponds to AUX2 on the 
Pixhawk

Triggering the camera on Mission Planner: 
by action to trigger camera and click " do action"



Intergrating with Autopilot

PWM  (DJI)
In DJI Assistant 2 configure any of the available ports as "Shutter". For 
example the F1.

Change shutter parameters or leave them by default.



PPK Setting Up (Emlid)

The Surveyor Lite has PPK feedback and 5V power out, so it can supply 
5V PPK GNSS devices on the UAV as well as providing the PPK feedback 
to time stamp on the PPK GNSS. 
We use the Emlid Reach M+ as example. 
please see connection diagram as following.



Preparing your Survey

It is important to understand the setup survey parameters to help 
optimize your survey results..We have listed some of the factors 
that affect your map quality. they are overlap, fly speed, and fly 
attitude. please see below data to  
determine your best numbers for those factors. 
 
 GSD (Ground Sample Disance)

Recommended Survey Overlap 
 

75% frontal and 60% side overlap in general mapping mission 85% 
frontal and 75% side for dense area, such as Urban and forest, as 
well as mine stockpiles volumetric measurement 80% frontal and 
70% for single track corridor mapping 
 
 



What Is Coming Next

As ADTi (Aerial Dynamic Technologies and Innovations, we are 
passion about the innovations, we are going to continue and 
design the better products, that supply our camera for simple and 
easy mapping missions. 
 
 

Surveyor Lite needs plug-and-go gimbal solution as well as the 
extensions controlling system for its full potential for not just 
aerial mapping as well as aerial inspection and photography. 
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